One Complete Kit Covering Over 75 Million Vehicle Applications.

The Accessory Belt Drive Hardware Kit from Gates includes OE-quality Tensioner Hardware for convenient, time-saving and complete repairs.
Time-Saving Accessory Belt Drive Hardware Kit

All the Hardware You Need to Ensure a Quality Repair.

For optimum performance from the Accessory Belt Drive System, every component is critical, including the hardware. Whenever you replace a Tensioner or Alternator Decoupler Pulley (ADP), perform a complete and trouble-free repair by using the correct hardware. The Accessory Belt Drive Hardware Kit from Gates (Part No. 91051) includes OE-quality bolts, spacers, bushings, dust shields and other fittings needed for most Tensioner and ADP repairs.

If you’ve determined a Belt Drive System component needs to be replaced, it is recommended the fitting be replaced as well. Why take the chance that an inexpensive part will fail and bring a customer back to your door? Gates tackle-box style kit ensures repairs are performed to OE specifications on over 75 million vehicles on the road today. All are high-grade, OE-quality parts, including some parts that are often hard to find.

Avoid the time consuming process of sourcing expensive, hard-to-find parts by keeping the Accessory Belt Drive Hardware components on-hand for convenient and complete repairs every time.

For more information about the Gates Accessory Belt Drive Hardware Kit please contact your local parts distributor or Gates Sales Representative.
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With over 100 years of experience,
Gates products are trusted by professional
technicians around the world.